Holidays 2012: 
Friday, Nov 2 – Monday, Dec 31, 2012

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTS & PREMIERS

Universal Pictures: Celebrating 100 Years

Universal Pictures is marking 100 years of cinematic excellence in the history of Universal Pictures. It's especially celebrated for the breadth of its genre across the years, from action to comedy, crime to war. The December 27th screening of Universal Pictures' celebrates 100 years of cinematic excellence in the history of Universal Pictures. It's especially celebrated for the breadth of its genre across the years, from action to comedy, crime to war. The December 27th screening of

The Godfather

But Dragon Sound can't stop until they've completely destroyed the dealers, Barash, Sy Richardson [92 min]

Also Sunday, December 16

An Evening with Margaret Talbott

JANE EYRE

A New Year's Eve Double Feature!

Friday, December 7 – Sunday, December 9

“O ur new, crazy movie obsession!” –

(1932) dir Karl Freund w/ Boris Karloff, Zita Johann, David Manners [73 min]

(2012) dir Rick Alverson w/ Tim Heidecker, Eric Wareheim, Gregg Turkington, Ben Sinclair [90 min]

(2011) dir Anne Fontaine w/ Isabelle Huppert, Benoît Poelvoorde [103 min]

but Dragon Sound can't stop until they've completely destroyed the dealers, Barash, Sy Richardson [92 min]

(1987) dir Y.K. Kim w/ Y.K. Kim, Vincent Hirsch, Joseph Diamand, Maurice Smith, punk in LA who joins up with the ultimate outsiders – a car repossession out -

Weber wrote and directed this controversial feature that addresses issues of

husband and their young son. When Patrick, the deadbeat dad of their son's

Also Thursday, December 20

ANCHORS AWEIGH

(1945) dir Roy William Neill w/ Dan Duryea, June Vincent, Peter Lorre [81 min]

(1946) dir Anthony Mann w/ James Stewart, Shelley Winters, Dan Duryea, Glenn Strange [87 min]

(1950) dir Anthony Mann w/ James Stewart, Shelley Winters, Dan Duryea, Glenn Strange [87 min]

THE BANK DICK

(1941) dir Frank Capra w/ Una Merkel, Ezekiel Morris, Charlie Chan, Sid Avery, Donald O'Connor [63 min]

(1939) dir Frank Capra w/ Una Merkel, Ezekiel Morris, Charlie Chan, Sid Avery, Donald O'Connor [63 min]

(2003) dir Sofia Coppola w/ Scarlett Johansson, Bill Murray [101 min]

(1944) dir Robert Siodmak w/ Frank Morgan, Elisha Cook, Jr., Rosemary DeCamp, John Litel [87 min]

(1944) dir Charles Vidor w/ Kelly, Rita Hayworth, Phil Silver [107 min]

(1930) dir Mervyn LeRoy w/ Spencer Tracy, Marlene Dietrich, Frank Morgan, Louise Fazenda, Regis Toomey [82 min]

(1939) dir Frank Capra w/ Una Merkel, Ezekiel Morris, Charlie Chan, Sid Avery, Donald O'Connor [63 min]

(1941) dir Frank Capra w/ Una Merkel, Ezekiel Morris, Charlie Chan, Sid Avery, Donald O'Connor [63 min]

(1938) dir Mervyn LeRoy w/ Spencer Tracy, Marlene Dietrich, Frank Morgan, Louise Fazenda, Regis Toomey [82 min]

(1934) dir Mervyn LeRoy w/ Spencer Tracy, Marlene Dietrich, Frank Morgan, Louise Fazenda, Regis Toomey [82 min]

(1940) dir Mervyn LeRoy w/ Spencer Tracy, Marlene Dietrich, Frank Morgan, Louise Fazenda, Regis Toomey [82 min]

(1933) dir Mervyn LeRoy w/ Spencer Tracy, Marlene Dietrich, Frank Morgan, Louise Fazenda, Regis Toomey [82 min]

(1932) dir Mervyn LeRoy w/ Spencer Tracy, Marlene Dietrich, Frank Morgan, Louise Fazenda, Regis Toomey [82 min]

(1934) dir Mervyn LeRoy w/ Spencer Tracy, Marlene Dietrich, Frank Morgan, Louise Fazenda, Regis Toomey [82 min]

(1933) dir Mervyn LeRoy w/ Spencer Tracy, Marlene Dietrich, Frank Morgan, Louise Fazenda, Regis Toomey [82 min]

(1932) dir Mervyn LeRoy w/ Spencer Tracy, Marlene Dietrich, Frank Morgan, Louise Fazenda, Regis Toomey [82 min]

(1931) dir James Whale w/ Boris Karloff, Colin Clive, Mae Clarke, Elsa Lanchester, John Boles [70 min]

(1931) dir James Whale w/ Boris Karloff, Colin Clive, Mae Clarke, Elsa Lanchester, John Boles [70 min]

THE BRIDGE TO Enlighten	ment
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THE THREE MUSKETEERS

(1948) dir Raoul Walsh w/ Douglas Fairbanks Jr., Angela Lansbury, Edmund Gwenn, Preston Foster [103 min]
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“SWIMMING pool
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